LIBRAESVA FOR OFFICE 365

TM

Libraesva offers a solution service that protects
all of your business email in Office 365TM with zero impact
on email performance.

Innovative Technologies and Multi-Layer Engine
Libraesva Email Security Gateway completes Office 365TM protection
by using Innovative Technologies and a multi-layered engine.

Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence
Libraesva analyses the behaviour of every email by using machine learning
and artificial intelligence algorithms, actively blocking BEC threats.

Superior tracking and visibility
Comprehensive tracking functionalities and one-click full disclosure
of all security checks, centralised view and full traffic analysis.

Email continuity
In the event of an Office 365 outage, we keep your email flowing.

Threat Analysis Portal
Extend Office 365TM eporting with the Libraesva Threat Analysis Portal,
providing information such as; geo-localisation of malicious domains,
percentage of emails blocked, trends on the number of dangerous links,
details about documents analysed by the Sandboxes and threats targeting
your organisation.

MICROSOFT® OFFICE 365 SECURITY WEAKNESSES
TM

Do you think that Office 365TM is enough to protect your emails against attacks?

Email protection by Office 365TM?
Office 365TM proposes two levels of email security, called Exchange Online
Protection (EOP) and Advanced Threat Protection (ATP). Both fail in stopping
new advanced threats:
EOP does not detect phishing and spear-phishing attacks, “Safe Links”
feature is not available at all.
EOP has no advanced threat protection for documents to remove active
content and other potentially malicious components.
ATP “Safe Links” feature is unsafe and vulnerable to many evasion
techniques as it relies on popular domains that are white-listed by
Microsoft.
EOP and ATP guarantee efficacy against all known threats, but are
inefficient against new and evolving threats due to the technology they use.
EOP and ATP are not able to disarm links and sanitise active code inside
PDFs.
ATP has no specific protection against business email compromise (BEC)
attacks.
Office 365TM filtering is based on secret word lists and unknown reputation
sources, generating a lot of false positives.

DEFEND YOUR OFFICE 365 AGAINST EMAIL-BORN THREATs
TM
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Protection against spear phishing,
account compromise and business
fraud
Block ransomware, phishing
and zero-day malware
Award winning spam filtering with up
to 99,99 catch rate
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Office 365TM seamless integration
and authentication
Outstanding Customer Support
Esvalabs collaborative feedback,
driven by human intelligence

Easy and quick to deploy, immediate
protection
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